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ABSTRACT: Several deep space missions require higher accuracy spacecraft position determination compared to 

currently supported missions. For transmitting data to the satellite, it requires the satellite’s location to be known. Ranging 

is a process to determine the location of satellite accurately by determining the time delay taken for a signal in travelling 

from an earth station to the spacecraft transponder. 

 

Pseudo-noise (PN) Ranging is used to measure the range from an earth station and the satellite using different pseudo-

random noise codes with an achievable accuracy of few metres. In this Regenerative PN Ranging System, this requires the 

use of ranging signal that is phase modulated onto the uplink carrier and is transmitted from an earth station to the 

satellite. This ranging signal is a type of logical combination of range clock sequence and component PN sequences. 

Received by the spacecraft, the ranging signal is demodulated by the spacecraft transponder, and the ranging code is 

acquired.  The spacecraft then regenerates the ranging code coherently with the uplink code and phase modulates the 

downlink carrier with the locally generated version of the ranging code. In this paper, PN Ranging Receiver is used and it 

has to acquire the code that is given at the transmitter; this involves Code Acquisition and Code Tracking loop. It is a 

combination of Chip Tracking loop, Code correlates and downlink code generator. PN ranging systems has the capability 

to measure accurately large distances for deep space satellite applications.  

 

Keywords: Ranging, PN Ranging, Spacecraft transponder, Chip Tracking loop, Code correlates, downlink code 

generator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

One of the key issues of operating a deep-space mission is determining where the satellite is relative to its target. To 

determine the location of satellite accurately, Ranging is used. Ranging is a process to measure the time delay between the 

earth station and the spacecraft. Ranging information is transmitted by phase modulating the uplink carrier from an earth 

station to the spacecraft transponder. In this, the ranging signal is demodulated and then acquires the ranging code. In the 

spacecraft receiver, it again regenerates the ranging code that is coherently with the uplink code and phase modulates the 

downlink carrier with the locally generated version of the ranging code. This regeneration is used to minimise the uplink 

noise that is transmitted from the earth station to the satellite. Range accuracy and Unambiguous Range are the two 

parameters used for ranging.  There are two types of ranging that are used in deep space. They are, 

 Sequential Ranging 

 Pseudo-noise (PN) Ranging 

 

A. Sequential Ranging 

Sequential Ranging is a type of ranging which is used to generate sine waves for fixed periods of time. This allows 

only one correlator which looks for one frequency at a time. The disadvantage with this method, the correlator must know 

the start time of the sequence, it should acquire the sequence of all other tones correctly. If it starts at the wrong time, each 

measurement will be corrupted by some signal that is not at the proper frequency. 
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Sequential ranging requires knowledge of the start time of the sequence, whereas PN ranging does not. Although a 

method for regenerating a sequential ranging signal was demonstrated several years ago, it could lock only to the start of 

the sequence; for long sequential ranging-code cycle times, this is a disadvantage. To do signal regeneration on the 

spacecraft, not requiring knowledge of the start time and being able to start the acquisition anywhere in the sequence are 

big advantages. For this reason, PN ranging was chosen as the type of ranging to use with regeneration. 

 

B. Pseudo-noise (PN) Ranging 

PN ranging involves sending a sequence built from PN components of length 2, 7, 11, 15, 19, and 23, resulting in 

a unique sequence of length 1,009,470 bits. The disadvantage with this method is that it requires the correlator to acquire 

the 6 components in parallel, making the correlator more complicated. The advantage with this method is that the PN 

acquisition determines where it is in the sequence.  

 

B.1 PN Code structure 

  PN Ranging refers to the use of a ranging sequence system in which the ranging sequence is a logical combination 

of the so-called range clock-sequence and several PN Component sequences. The range clock sequence is an alternating 

+1/-1 sequence of period 2TC where TC is the chip period. The range clock frequency is given by, 

 

��� = 1/2��  

 

This PN code is called the weighted-voting (ν=4) balanced Tausworthe code, and is abbreviated as T4B. This 

code has a stronger range clock component, and will provide greater ranging accuracy at the expense of slightly longer 

acquisition time. Thus the T4B code should be used for ranging systems where ranging accuracy is of primary concern. 

The structure of T4B code is based on a composite code built from logical combinations of six periodic component PN 

sequences. The PN Code structure of T4B Code is as follows, 

 
 

Fig.1.T4B PN Code Generation 

 

 

The Combined sequence, C is given as, 

� = ����(4�� + �� − �� − �� + �� − ��) 

 

       In this paper, Code Acquisition and Code Tracking loop is used to acquire and track the code phase and frequency 

.Chip Tracking Loop is used to recover the range clock and the code phase of the ranging signal. Code correlators are used 

to acquire of all the component sequences and the downlink code generator is used to regenerate the ranging signal and is 

phase modulated onto the downlink carrier. The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, Code Acquisition and Code 

Tracking Loop is explained. Section 3 presents simulation results. Conclusion is presented in section 4. 
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II. CODE ACQUISITION AND CODE TRACKING LOOP 
 

 
 

In this paper, Code Acquisition and Code Tracking Loop is used for PN Ranging Receiver and it has the following 

components, 

 Chip Tracking Loop (CTL) 

 Code correlators 

 Downlink code generator 
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A. Chip Tracking Loop (CTL) 

       After carrier demodulation, the receiver has to recover the chip rate and the code phase in order to provide the proper 

timing signal of the in-phase integrator (matched filter) and the code generator. Chip Tracking Loop is a modified data 

transition tracking loop that locks onto the strong range clock and the in-phase integrator is removed from the loop and 

multiplied by +1/-1 such that the PN sequence resembles a square wave. 

 

B. Code correlators 

       After locking onto the range clock, the receiver has to acquire the ranging sequence itself. The code phase acquisition 

process can be carried out by using a large number of correlators to perform in parallel of all the correlations against each 

possible cyclic shift of each component sequence. The total number of correlations required is,  ∑ ��� = 77.This means a 

total of 76 correlators are needed, since the cyclic shift of the range clock is simply the negative of itself and only one 

correlator is needed to confirm the correct C1 phase as recovered by the CTL. Each correlator implements a parallel search 

over the Li possible phase shifts of the related component sequence Ci. The correlation values are finally compared with a 

maximum search strategy and, once the phases of all the 6Ci components have been recovered, the position of the received 

entire ranging sequence is acquired. 

 

C. Downlink code generator 

After successful acquisition of all the component sequences, the lock status function enables the coherent 

retransmission of the ranging signal, applying the same chip rate as recovered by the CTL. 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

The simulation is done using System view. A chip rate of 2.069 MHz and a code length of 1009470 chips are used. 

The Chip tracking Loop is used to recover the range clock and the phase of the ranging signal as shown in figures 3(a) & 

3(b).and the acquisition lock of one component code generator as shown in fig.3(c). 
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Fig 3. Simulation Result of Code Acquisition and Code Tracking Loop. (a)Recovered range clock at the CTL o/p. (b) 

Received code phase of the ranging signal.(c) Acquisition lock of one component code generator. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In PN Ranging systems, using Code Acquisition and Code Tracking loop has the following Advantages: 

 Noise performance is improved in the system. 

 Range accuracy is more due to stronger range clock component of the PN code. 

 Hardware usage in FPGA is less. 

The only disadvantage in this system is it shows longer acquisition time. 
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